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Burlington COVID-19 Task Force Meeting #21 – May 19, 2021 

Highlights 

• Update from Mayor: 

• Provincial reopening plan will be announced soon – will not be the previous colour-coded 
system) and the vaccine program is now available to 18+ with work being done by Halton for a 
program to have ages 12-17 get two doses by end of August. 

• Update on advocacy regarding restrictions and enforcement (outdoor especially) - Mayor’s 
latest media on the matter can be found via Global News. 

• Next Public Telephone Town Hall will be on June 26th. 

• Update from Hospital: Eric Vandewall 

• In the past two days we’ve seen less than 2000 new cases in the province – very encouraging. 

• Ontario has 732 patients in collective ICUs today – the high was 891 a few weeks ago so again 
that is going in the right direction. 

• The COVID-19 positivity rate has also dropped so overall, key markers and metrics are heading 
in the right direction which is good news. 

• Joseph Brant Hospital sits at approximately 80% capacity today both in the hospital and in the 
Intensive Care Unit as well. 

• Our hospital is no longer receiving transfers from elsewhere in the GTA right now given they 
are now able to absorb their own patients locally at this time. 

• There are 14 COVID-19 positive patients today at Joseph Brant. 

• The vaccine clinic has ramped up to delivering over 460 shots per day now, meeting growing 
demand. 

• There is a sense of relief at the hospital that numbers are going in better direction and that is 
helpful for staff who are understandably at risk of burnout.  

• Hospitals across the province can now plan to ramp up non-urgent services again as of today’s 
announcement by the Province. 

 

• Update from MP Karina Gould’s Office: Maddie Case 

• Still ramping up vaccine deliveries. More than 19M have been administered thus far. 4.5M 
more are coming this week including one from Pfizer ahead of schedule. This will help keep 
Canada in the top 3 countries in the G20 for daily vaccination numbers. 
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• Update on Food Scarcity and Community Supports: 

• Lisa Lunski – Wellington Square Church Food Bag Program - Numbers have increased for 
deliveries since the last lockdown began, including to hotels and motels where people are 
being housed. The mental health impact is very noticed by their team when engaging with the 
public. 

• Graham Hill - Food for Life was one of the 24 organizations chosen as part of the federal Food 
Waste Grant Challenge semi-finalists – congratulations!  will receive $100,000 and move on to 
the market demonstration stage of the Challenge. Over the next eight months, semi-finalists 
will pilot their solutions in Canada through rigorous testing, evaluation and reporting on their 
solution's effectiveness. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada will then select up to 12 finalists for 
Streams A and B. Each finalist will receive up to an additional $400,000, with one winner per 
stream awarded a grand prize of up to $1.5 million. More details can be found here. 

• Robin Bailey – Food Bank – great conversation with Dr. Charach this past month and 
appreciates that connection. Noticing clients are also spending more time talking to 
volunteers about their struggles and further points to an increase in mental health struggles 
people are having. Great support from other food support organizations and local community 
gardens as always.  

• Lita Barrie – Burlington Public Library – partnership with Food for Life and opening first 
community fridge at the Aldershot library branch. Great news! 

• Lynne Simons – Halton Region – spoke about a recent presentation by Dr. Meghani that 
indicates the good trend we are seeing towards both lower cases and higher vaccinations. 
Indigenous vaccinations in Halton have also been very strong – a successful program there. 

• Colleen Mulholland – Burlington Community Foundation – round 1 of the Canada Healthy 
Communities Initiative has wrapped up – a very competitive number of grant applications in 
the golden horseshoe area and pleased to let us know that funding has been awarded to 3 
organizations here locally (Art Gallery of Burlington, ROCK and BDBA). Round 2 now open to 
June 15 – more info can be found here. As for the Community Foundation’s grants – they’ll be 
rolling out more funding in the coming weeks that looks to be approx. $100K+ for local needs 
over the course of the summer.  

• Update on Business Supports and funding – Carla Nell, Chamber of Commerce 

• Rapid testing program is ready to launch imminently and that’s thanks to the hard work of all 
of TEAM Burlington, the City, and Burlington Fire.  

• Awaiting supply from Province so they can get going as soon as the kits are received and broad 
communications will go out asap. 

• Anita Cassidy – Burlington Economic Development – the team is prepped to get info from the 
Province on reopening framework and spread the word as soon as it’s known. Echoed by 
Tourism Burlington who have some activities they are working on for staycations and summer 
here in Burlington.  

• Update from Halton Regional Police Service – John van der Lelie 

• Will continue with enforcement protocol – educate, deter and lay charges as a last resort. Still 
certainly getting calls regarding gatherings, people unmasked, but most people obeying the 
rules and being respectful. 

• Also calls regarding automotive noise and doing their best to address that issue. 

• Traffic accidents have been a silver lining as they are down approx. 30%. 

• Patrick Daly – Halton District School Board – they are still doing asymptomatic testing – hosted one at 
Notre Dame last night. More coming in the weeks ahead. 
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• Lisa Williamson – Burlington Hydro – vaccination of employees doing well at Hydro. 

• Next meeting: Scheduled for June 22nd.  


